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AUSTRALIA AND THE INTERNATIONAL TRADING SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

I APPRECIATE MOST DEEPLY THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS THE
DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE CENTRE FOR EUROPEAN POLICY
STUDIES, AND TO PUT AN AUSTRALIAN VIEW ON A RANGE OF MATTERS
OF COMMON CONCERN TO US ALL AS PARTNERS IN A WORLD-WIDE
COMMUNITY.

IT IS MOST APPROPRIATE THAT I SHOULD DO SO HERE IN BRUSSELS,
THIS GREAT AND HISTORIC EUROPEAN CAPITAL. IT IS A CAPITAL
IN MORE THAN THE NATIONAL SENSE. ITS ROLE AS THE HEADQUARTERS
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY MAKES BRUSSELS ONE OF THE GREAT
CENTRES OF THE WESTERN TRADITION OF LIBERAL PARLIAMENTARY
DEMOCRACY IN WHICH MY COUNTRY SHARES AND TO WHICH IT IS
UNSHAKEABLY COMMITTED.
2.

IT IS A REMARKABLE TESTIMONY TO THE STRENGTH OF THAT TRADITION, THAT DESPITE THE CALAMITIES WHICH EUROPEAN CIVILISATION HAS ENCOUNTERED THIS CENTURY, THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY HAS EMERGED, BASED FIRMLY ON THE AUTHENTIC EXPRESSION OF THE POLITICAL WILL OF THE PEOPLE — A FREE ASSOCIATION OF NATION STATES IN WHICH, FOR THE GREATER GOOD OF ALL, THE MEMBERS HAVE VOLUNTARILY SURRENDERED ASPECTS OF THEIR SOVEREIGNTY.

THIS COMMUNITY EMERGED FROM THE CENTURIES OF VIOLENCE AMONG EUROPE'S NATION STATES WHOSE LAST AND GREATEST CONFLAGRATION IS WELL WITHIN LIVING MEMORY. THEREFORE, IN ITS HIGHEST SENSE, THE COMMUNITY REPRESENTS A TRIUMPH OF REASON OVER PASSION, OF ENLIGHTENED SELF-INTEREST OVER SELF-DEFEATING PURSUIT OF THE NARROWEST NATIONAL INTEREST. THIS, AT LEAST, IS THE VISION TO WHICH THE COMMUNITY IS DEDICATED; AND WHEN IT IS TRUE TO THAT VISION, THE COMMUNITY CAN OPEN THE ACCUMULATED WEALTH OF EUROPEAN CULTURE, TRADITION AND EXPERIENCE, AND THE FRUITS OF EUROPE'S HARD-WON POLITICAL FREEDOMS, NOT ONLY TO ITS OWN PEOPLES, BUT TO PEOPLE EVERYWHERE.

IT IS THIS OPENING, REINFORCED BY THE GROWING CO-ORDINATION OF FOREIGN POLICY WITHIN THE COMMUNITY, WHICH GIVES THE COMMUNITY ITS DEVELOPING POLITICAL IDENTITY IN THE WORLD.
In recent years, Australia has increasingly recognised the dynamism and potential of the Pacific region of which Australia is a part. We no longer see ourselves as a distant outpost of Europe. Nevertheless, this profound change in perception of our role, our identity and our destiny, does not lead us to underestimate the continuing importance of Europe and the European Community.

There can be no doubting the profound political and economic importance of the European Community in contemporary international affairs. Politically Europe continues to have a major role to play in the maintenance of international peace and stability. Economically the nations of Europe have much to contribute to the functioning of the global economy.

Recognition of these realities underpins Australia's interest in having strong, constructive, mutually beneficial relations with the Community. Those same realities imply for the Community both the challenge and responsibility of leadership.
Principal among the contemporary challenges to the community must be the task of providing leadership in the trade field. The development and pursuit by the community of coherent and outward looking trade policies is crucial to the healthy evolution of the contemporary international economic order.

We recognise that the extent to which the community is willing and able to implement such policies will be intimately bound up with developments in the international economy and in trade policy over coming years.

But it is only with considerable apprehension that we can view a number of recent developments in the international trade environment. Three interrelated aspects of this environment are of particular concern to me, my government and our country.

Firstly, we face the seemingly inexorable growth of protectionism. In manufacturing alone, it is estimated that restricted products accounted for some 30 per cent of total manufactured consumption in major OECD countries in 1983, compared with 20 per cent in 1980. On top of this we have agricultural protectionism - the severest of all - and the unmeasured problem of that trade which is totally prevented from taking place.
Secondly, we are witnessing a disturbing change in the nature of protection. This is now characterised by a lack of transparency and a shift from agreed rules to arbitrary administrative regulation. Reliance on tariffs has been markedly reduced as emphasis has moved towards subsidies and various non tariff barriers.

Thirdly, we see the continued erosion of the authority of the GATT and a further weakening - to the point of enfeeblement - of the most favoured nation principle - a principle on which medium-sized trading nations such as Australia are particularly dependent.

There are of course signs of appreciation of the problem - for example at the London Economic Summit and in the preparation for the coming Bonn summit. There are continuing efforts at the institutional level - within OECD, and in the GATT itself, where there has been some progress, albeit largely procedural, in addressing the problem of agriculture. Nevertheless, in part because the problem is so difficult, the underlying malaise persists.
TRADE, INTERDEPENDENCE AND GROWTH

THIS EROSION OF THE DISCIPLINES OF TRADE STRIKES AT THE HEART OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION. FOR TRADING BONDS BETWEEN NATIONS REMAIN THE MOST TANGIBLE FORM OF GLOBAL ECONOMIC LINKAGE.

TRADE IS THE OUTSTANDING MANIFESTATION OF THE CENTRAL CONDITION OF OUR EXISTENCE AND INDEED OUR VERY SURVIVAL IN THE MODERN WORLD — THE INDIVISIBILITY — THE ESSENTIAL ONE-NESS — OF THE HUMAN RACE. FURTHER, TRADE, BY ALLOWING INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVE FORCES TO OPERATE, FORMS AN INTERNATIONAL PRICE MECHANISM AND WITH IT THE BASIS FOR A RATIONAL AND EFFICIENT ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES AND FOR SUSTAINED GROWTH.

WITH RESTRICTIONS ON TRADE:

. THE PRICE SYSTEM GIVES THE WRONG MARKET SIGNALS AND WILL NOT WORK WITHOUT DISTORTION TO RESOURCE ALLOCATION;

. UNCERTAINTY WILL INHIBIT INNOVATION AND INVESTMENT, AND AS A RESULT

. GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT WILL BE IMPAIRED.
LET ME PUT A CRUCIAL QUESTION:

WHY IS IT THAT THE HUGE EXPANSION IN OTHER COUNTRIES' EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES WHICH HAS ACCOMPANIED THE STRONGEST ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND GROWTH IN THAT COUNTRY SINCE 1951, HAS NOT HAD A MORE PROFOUND IMPACT, PARTICULARLY IN EUROPE. WHY HAS THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF RECOVERY IN THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL ECONOMY BEEN SO WEAK?

I PUT IT TO YOU THAT THE ANSWER MUST IN LARGE MEASURE REFLECT ON THE TRADING ENVIRONMENT. THE DYNAMIC ROLE WHICH TRADE PLAYED IN THE POST-WAR PERIOD IN STIMULATING GROWTH HAS BEEN SEVERELY RESTRICTED. THE INCREASED PURCHASING POWER THAT HAS ACCOMPANIED THE INCREASES IN OTHER COUNTRIES' EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES HAS NOT LED TO COMMENSURATE EXPANSION OF TRADE AMONGST OTHER COUNTRIES. OF COURSE, OTHER INFLUENCES HAVE ALSO BEEN IMPORTANT. FOR MANY COUNTRIES THERE HAS BEEN A CRITICAL CONJUNCTION OF SEVERELY DEPRESSED COMMODITY PRICES AND HIGH REAL INTEREST RATES, TOGETHER PUTTING ACUTE STRAINS ON THEIR FINANCIAL SYSTEMS. BUT THE REALITY IS THAT, GIVEN THE UNCERTAINTIES AND RIGIDITIES ASSOCIATED WITH GROWING PROTECTIONISM, TRADE HAS BEEN UNABLE TO TRIGGER THE INVESTMENT NECESSARY FOR BROADLY-BASED RECOVERY.
These linkages between trade and growth underpin my own Government's approach to trade policy.

We have sought to foster outward-oriented strategies in a climate which enables competitive forces to operate and which encourages flexibility in meeting changing market conditions. Above all we have sought to enable prices to reflect both domestic and international resource scarcities.

In support of this approach we have provided Australian industry with the two essential pre-requisites of increased competitiveness, whether for the international or the domestic market: a realistic exchange rate and lower real unit labour costs.

From Australian industry we seek acceptance of the need to reduce protective walls around the small domestic market. And in this we have had some success.

It is enlightened self-interest to recognise that protective measures impose a cost for the economy as a whole.

They put upward pressure on prices in the protected market and through the rigidities and distortions which they introduce they will ultimately restrict employment and export opportunities.
ABOVE ALL, INDUSTRY REQUIRES FROM GOVERNMENT A
STABLE MACRO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT AND MUST ITSELF
CONTRIBUTE TO EXPORT GROWTH THROUGH ITS COMPETITIVENESS
AND INNOVATION.

THIS IS THE UNDERLYING RATIONALE OF MY GOVERNMENT'S
INDUSTRY POLICY. IT IS REFLECTED IN OUR MOTOR VEHICLE
POLICY. IT IS REFLECTED IN OUR STEEL PLAN, WHERE MY
GOVERNMENT MOVED EARLY ON TO REMOVE QUOTAS ON IMPORTS.
IN BOTH OF THESE SECTORS OUR AIM IS THAT INDUSTRY WILL,
OVER A PERIOD OF TIME, MOVE TO A MORE COMPETITIVE AND
RATIONAL STRUCTURE. OUR AIM IS A STRUCTURE WHICH WILL
CONTRIBUTE MORE EFFECTIVELY TO THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
OF AUSTRALIA AND TO THE REALISATION OF EXPORT AND EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES INHERENT IN MANUFACTURING.

AUSTRALIA AND THE MULTILATERAL SYSTEM

AUSTRALIA'S TRADE AND INDUSTRY POLICIES WILL BE FULLY
EFFECTIVE ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY ARE SUPPORTED BY
THE RULES AND DISCIPLINES OF THE INTERNATIONAL TRADING
SYSTEM.

SUCH SUPPORT HAS BEEN SADLY LACKING FOR AUSTRALIA AND
FOR COUNTRIES OF OUR REGION. THE TRADING SYSTEM, WHICH
IS DOMINATED BY THE MAJOR TRADING NATIONS HAS PERPETUATED
AND ENCOURAGED

THE MAINTENANCE OF A BROAD RANGE OF NON-TARIFF
BARRIERS TO TRADE;
. The "special" treatment of agriculture, outside the established rules of trade;

. Tariff escalation against processed raw materials, as duties become higher at successive stages of production;

. Barriers against the exports of the newly industrialising countries of the Pacific region; and

. The spread of safeguard measures against imports, outside the disciplines of the GATT.

Experience over recent years gives us no grounds for believing that these deficiencies will be self-correcting. A minimalist approach to trade reform is not therefore a serious option. It is for this reason that Australia fully supports calls for a new round of multilateral trade negotiations. But with two important conditions:

. First, due priority must be given to the unresolved issues - those issues to which I have just referred and which the trading system has been conspicuously prevented from rectifying.

. Second, a new round must be founded on a genuine commitment by the majors to trade liberalisation and to a return to the principles of the GATT.
These two conditions have been an important focus of consultations between senior trade officials from the Western Pacific region resulting from the trade initiative I suggested in Bangkok at the end of 1983.

The immediate goal of these consultations was to provide a forum in which to examine the apprehensions and aspirations of regional countries concerning multilateral trade issues.

Successful meetings were held in Denpasar and in Sydney last year, and this goal is already being realised.

Beyond this, the regional initiative is concerned to explore ways of advancing the interests of countries of the region and to consider the scope for developing mutually supportive positions.

This goal is also well advanced, in keeping with an emphasis on a steady, measured approach towards a better understanding of the shared interests of the countries of the region.

A basic principle of this and other measures of regional co-operation in the Asia/Pacific region, accepted by all participants, is that they should be outward looking and in complete conformity with the principle of non-discrimination. We are not seeking to promote exclusive, regionally based preferential arrangements.
There is, among the nations of the Western Pacific region - the world's fastest growing, most dynamic region - a recognition of their interdependence. Indeed the complementarity of our economies is such that we, along with other trading countries, would gain high benefits from broadly-based multilateral trade liberalisation - liberalisation which will depend critically on the commitment of the trading majors.

The factor which raises the greatest single doubt about the nature of this commitment is the increasing tendency of the majors to strike bilateral restraint and market sharing arrangements amongst themselves. The costs to smaller nations and, ultimately to the trading system as a whole, of such discriminatory arrangements is much greater than any short term benefits which such "second-best" approaches may yield.

More fundamentally, such arrangements are contrary to the longer term interests of the major trading nations themselves. This is particularly so where protectionist policies are a response to underlying exchange rate misalignments and macro-economic imbalances and where protectionism weakens the resolve to correct those imbalances.
How can this vicious circle be broken and the effectiveness of the international trading system restored? An essential requirement I believe is for trade policy to be seen more as an integral part of broad domestic economic management and less exclusively as the subject of international negotiations. The disciplines imposed by the international negotiating process are clearly a necessary part of the attack on protectionism. But we have to break loose from the notion, inherent in the negotiation framework, that one’s own trade liberalisation is a concession granted to others.

International co-operation need not be confined to the negotiating table. A thorough and committed process, conducted through the established international institutions, of review and monitoring of national policies bearing on trade could help to place short-term sectional interests in their proper perspective.

Such a process could support Governments in their pursuit of more rational policies directed to overall economic efficiency. Such an approach need not, and should not, entail loss of national autonomy. But autonomy is not an end itself. The freedom to act against one’s underlying interests is a freedom of little value.
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IS, HOWEVER, A NECESSARY BUT BY NO MEANS SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR AN IMPROVED TRADING SYSTEM. IF THE GOAL OF PUTTING TRADE POLICY MORE FIRMLY IN THE REALM OF SOUND DOMESTIC ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT IS TO BE MORE THAN A PIOUS HOPE THEN PRESSURE FOR CHANGE MUST ALSO COME FROM WITHIN.

THE EDUCATIVE PROCESS ON THE COSTS OF PROTECTION MUST ALSO COME, PREDOMINANTLY, FROM WITHIN. THIS IS A PROCESS WHICH HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT IN AUSTRALIA WITH SOME SUCCESS OVER THE PAST DECADE OR SO. SUCCESSIVE GOVERNMENTS HAVE BEEN PROVIDED WITH DETAILED ASSESSMENTS OF THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF DIFFERENT INDUSTRY POLICIES.

THIS HAS RAISED PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE COSTS OF PROTECTIONISM, AND HAS HELPED FOSTER A MORE REASONED DEBATE ON INDUSTRY POLICY.

THIS DEBATE IS ESSENTIAL IF TRADE AND INDUSTRY POLICIES ARE TO BE SUCCESSFULLY AND RATIONALLY HARMONISED.

THE EDUCATIVE PROCESS IS OF COURSE NOT AN EASY ONE. WHILE THE COMMITMENT EMBODIED IN PROTECTION IS CLEARLY VISIBLE TO THE PARTICULAR VESTED INTEREST CONCERNED, THE COSTS TO THE COMMUNITY AT LARGE ARE MUCH LESS TRANSPARENT AND MORE WIDELY DIFFUSED.
WE HAVE NONETHELESS MADE SUBSTANTIAL PROGRESS IN THIS AREA IN THE LAST TWO YEARS IN AUSTRALIA. AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITY DISCUSSION IS NO LONGER COUCHED IN TERMS OF THE STERILE DEBATE ABOUT FREE TRADE VERSUS PROTECTIONISM; IT IS INSTEAD NOW CONCENTRATED MUCH MORE DIRECTLY ON THE ELEMENTS VITAL TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCCESSFUL INDUSTRY Restructuring policies. This development reinforces me in the view that in Australia we will be able successfully to continue pursuing necessary structural adjustments in our industries.

AUSTRALIA AND THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

This leads me into more specific territory - the relations, within this broad framework, between Australia and the Community.

Australia's concerns with the trading regime of the European Community, and the inequality of trading opportunities, are well known. We may in recent years have sought less stridently to obtain a more co-operative relationship with the Community but this should not be taken to mean that our concerns are not still there. Indeed, they are growing as they change in nature.

The concerns of course centre on agriculture and the change in the focus of these concerns is a mirror of the important evolution taking place in the Community itself.
OVER AN INCREASING RANGE OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES THE COMMUNITY HAS BECOME A NET EXPORTER. MARKET SUPPORT HAS SHIFTED FROM ENCOMPASSING NOT ONLY THE REGULATION OF IMPORTS BUT ALSO THE SUBSIDISATION OF EXPORTS - EXPORTS WHICH HAVE BEEN GENERATED BY THE PRODUCTION SURPLUSES INHERENT IN THE SYSTEM OF SUPPORT.

CORRESPONDINGLY, AUSTRALIA'S CONCERNS HAVE INTENSIFIED. THE QUESTION OF ACCESS FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS INTO THE MARKETS OF THE COMMUNITY HAS BEEN COMPOUNDED BY A MAJOR NEW ISSUE - THE THREAT TO OUR THIRD MARKETSPOSED BY THE SUBSIDISED EXPORT OF VERY LARGE AGRICULTURAL SURPLUSES GENERATED IN THE COMMUNITY.

AUSTRALIA, WHOSE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IS HIGHLY EFFICIENT, MADE A MAJOR SUCCESSFUL EFFORT TO DIVERSIFY ITS AGRICULTURAL MARKETS FOLLOWING THE ACCESSION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM TO THE COMMON MARKET. SUBSIDISED EXPORTS FROM THE COMMUNITY, WHICH AT THE TIME OF EC ENLARGEMENT IN 1972 HAD URGED THE COURSE OF MARKET DIVERSIFICATION UPON AUSTRALIA, NOW PUT THE FRUITS OF THAT RESPONSIBLE EFFORT TO RISK.
AUSTRALIA IS A COUNTRY PARTICULARLY AFFECTED BY THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY.

We have been totally shut out of the Community market for sugar and wheat, had our access for meat and dairy produce severely reduced and our fruit trade seriously compressed.

More recently now, as Community policies have led it to emerge as the world's largest exporter of dairy products and beef, and a very large wheat and sugar exporter, as well as a major source of subsidised wine we face erosion of our hard won market opportunities elsewhere and severe hardship for our farming community.

The scale of our concerns should not be underestimated. Agricultural products still account for some 40% of Australian exports.

Australia's farming sector is highly competitive and is justifiably dismayed at the damaging effects of Community policies in these areas. And, let me emphasise, the concern of Australian farmers is a national concern. Their contribution to the Australian economy remains crucial.
If Australia's fears are to be allayed, some clear signals are needed from the new Commission. Australia needs to be sure that the EC will:

1. Continue the process of CAP reform and exercise restraint when considering farm prices for 1985-86;

2. Wind back existing subsidised exports of farm produce into the Pacific Basin Asian markets and not allow subsidised exports of new lines such as beef into those markets.

3. Seek a co-operative approach to the problems of agricultural trade, notably in the sugar and dairy sectors.

In seeking a satisfactory outcome in these and other areas we will continue to press our interests directly with the Commission and forcefully within the framework of the GATT - in consultation as necessary with other similarly affected trading partners. The strength of Australia's reaction last October to the Community's sales of aged butter to the USSR at prices below the GATT minimum will not have gone unnoticed.

Our approach is not a passive one. We seek results.
At the same time, we recognise that a return to the acrimonious debate of former years will not produce the right results. There is no intention to dilute what former President Thorn described in 1983 as the "new spirit" of Australia/EC relations. We recognise the importance of the agricultural sector to the Community and also appreciate that if there is to be meaningful reform of agricultural support and trade policy in the Community this will have to be generated, above all, by pressure from within.

This pressure and the momentum towards reform of the Common Agricultural Policy is increasingly evident. Nevertheless the effect of the CAP is still to isolate the agricultural markets of the Community from world price changes and market trends. The distortion and inefficiencies which this entails - not only for the international market but for the allocation of resources within your own markets - are more than ever apparent. It is also evident that this is having an increasingly damaging effect on the Community's relations with the rest of the world, as the impact of the CAP spills over into world trade.
I. The very fabric of European economic integration is not to be destroyed, it will be essential that the system of agricultural support responds to these pressures. It will be essential that the Community, whose agricultural exports have ceased to be an occasional safety valve for domestic surpluses, reorient its trade policy to take account of the responsibilities as well as the benefits flowing from its new found status as a major agricultural exporter.

I am concerned that these necessary responses should be made, particularly as you face the challenge of further enlargement. I am therefore encouraged by the assertion of President Delors when recently addressing the European Parliament that Europe's aim would be not just to protect its own legitimate interests but also to co-operate in a world economic order.

I am confident that in other areas of our trade and economic partnership the process of consultation will grow and the bonds between us will strengthen, to mutual benefit.
AUSTRALIA'S EXPORTS OF RAW MATERIALS AND ENERGY OFFER ENORMOUS SCOPE FOR FURTHER GROWTH, AND FOR OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH INCREASED PROCESSING. NOT ONLY IS AUSTRALIA A HIGHLY COMPETITIVE SUPPLIER OF SUCH PRODUCTS, BUT HER RELIABILITY ALSO GIVES HER A SPECIAL CLAIM. IN AN INCREASINGLY VOLATILE WORLD AUSTRALIAN POLITICAL STABILITY OFFERS A BASIS FOR PARTICULAR CONFIDENCE. IT IS HERE WHERE THE INTERDEPENDENCE BETWEEN OUR ECONOMIES IS PERHAPS MOST MANIFEST - WITH AUSTRALIA REPRESENTING AN IMPORTANT AND RELIABLE SOURCE OF SUPPLY, AND THE COMMUNITY A VITAL MARKET AND SOURCE OF INVESTMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERTISE.

Our two-way trade in manufactures offers many untapped possibilities. Encouragement concerning Australia's potential to expand exports of manufacturers can be drawn from the fact that we currently supply quite a broad range of manufactures to Western Europe.

Increasingly, the partnership between Australia and the Community will come to be seen, from Europe, as a link not just to Australia but to the entire Western Pacific region; to another great community whose contribution to global peace and economic welfare will be based on its dynamism and, above all, on its resilience, creativity and pluralism.
Indeed the centre of world economic development has now shifted to the Asia/Pacific region. This fact is reflected not simply in the growth performance of many countries in the region, but also in the decisions of many corporate enterprises to shift the focus of their activities to the region.

The significance of this shift should be understood here in Europe. The dynamism of the Asia/Pacific region is grounded in approaches and circumstances which contrast sharply with the rigidities circumscribing the scope for adaptation, change and development in many of the long established industrial economies.

It is in the interests of all of us, in Europe and the Asia/Pacific alike, that those rigidities be overcome and a rational, efficient allocation of resources prevail. I fear that those who fail to make the necessary adjustments will ultimately—in terms of their own living standards—pay a high price.
I said at the outset that the concept of the European Community was firmly founded on the principle of enlightened self-interest. We all know from bitter experience that, in human affairs, there is no principle more easy to acknowledge, in theory, yet more difficult to achieve in practice. All too often in the past, economic distortions have contributed to political conflicts of a hideous nature. In the long catalogue of human folly, nothing is more remarkable than the repeated blindness of nations, and groups within nations, to their real self-interest.

Yet can there be any doubt that, in these critical years in human history, at a time of so much promise and so much peril, that our capacity to act on the principle of enlightened self-interest — and to apply it not only nationally but globally — remains the very condition of our prosperity and indeed our survival?